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According to the united nations, more than one billion people now live in the slums of the cities of

the South. In this brilliant and ambitious book, Mike Davis explores the future of a radically unequal

and explosively unstable urban world. From the sprawling barricadas of Lima to the garbage hills of

Manila, urbanization has been disconnected from industrialization, and even from economic growth.

Davis portrays a vast humanity warehoused in shantytowns and exiled from the formal world

economy. He argues that the rise of this informal urban proletariat is a wholly unforeseen

development, and asks whether the great slums, as a terrified Victorian middle class once imagined,

are volcanoes waiting to erupt.
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Sometime during the writing of this book - 2005 - the global urban population surpassed the global

rural population. It has been estimated that both populations stand at about 3.2 billion. What is

startling is that Mike Davis has calculated that the rural population has reached its peak and will

begin to decline by 2020, and that all future world population growth will be in cities, primarily

megacities (8 million or more) and hypercities (20 million or more). The total world population is

expected to peak at 10 billion in the year 2050. If I'm still alive, I will be 95. I hope to experience

peak global population, even though my actuarial tables would indicate otherwise.This massive

movement to the city has not been accompanied by industialization and development, instead there

has been massive urbanization without economic growth. The future cities of glass and steel



envisioned by urbanists have not materialized, instead the urban poor are squatting in crudely

constructed slum dwellings on the periphery of cities. A "surplus of humanity" is accumulating on the

outskirts of urban centers, an "accumulation of the wretched."It is no surprise that Davis grew up

and currently lives in the Los Angeles area. (He also wrote "City of Quartz," a book about Los

Angeles.) Angelenos tend to see the world as it is seen on television or at the movies. Davis'

images of Third World slums are those of "Blade Runner" or "Escape from New York". One wonders

if Davis has ever visited a Third World slum or interviewed one of its denizens. By referring to them

as "the wretched," he will never be accused of being too close to his subject.Why the massive

movement toward cities? And why is this dystopian urbanization occurring on this scale?
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